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ABSTRACT
Along the last decade, several studies considered green software
design as a key development concern to improve the energy efficiency of software. Yet, few techniques address this concern for
Software Product Lines (SPL). In this paper, we therefore introduce
two approaches to measure and reduce the energy consumption
of a SPL by analyzing a limited set of products sampled from this
SPL. While the first approach relies on the analysis of individual
feature consumptions, the second one takes feature interactions
into account to better mitigate energy consumption of resulting
products.
Our experimental results on a real-world SPL indicate that both
approaches succeed to produce significant energy improvements on
a large number of products, while consumption data was modeled
from a small set of sampled products. Furthermore, we show that
taking feature interactions into account leads to more products
improved with higher energy savings per product.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software product lines.
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INTRODUCTION

Energy consumption of software systems is becoming a major
concern for the environment and the society, especially with the
emergence of highly-configurable and large-scale distributed systems, such as Fog, IoT, or cyber-physical systems. Along the last
decade, several studies showed that software has a significant impact on the energy consumed and considered green software design
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as a key development concern to improve the energy efficiency of
software systems at large [14, 15, 26]. While tools and approaches
have thus been published to understand, measure, and anticipate
the energy consumption of software [22], few techniques address
this concern for Software Product Lines (SPL) [6]. Measuring the
energy consumption of a SPL is a challenging task due to (i) the
large number of features and products that must be considered, and
(ii) the time and cost required to efficiently handle such a variability. To the best of our knowledge, only Couto et al. proposed an
approach to measure energy consumption in SPL [6]. Similarly to
their work, we acknowledge that measuring the energy consumption of each product of the SPL is not conceivable, in particular
when considering large configuration spaces of highly-configurable
software systems. But, rather than simulating and predicting the
energy consumption of a single product as in [6], we propose to
measure the energy consumption of a set of products.
In this paper, we thus present a method to measure and reduce
the energy consumption of multiple products at once by sampling
and analyzing a minimal set of products. In particular, our method
distinguishes two approaches: one that considers the energy consumption of individual features and one that takes pairs of features
into account. The latter thus takes feature interactions into account
when measuring the energy consumed by a product to highlight
pairs of features that may cooperate or obstruct each other at a
behavioral level, while altering the energy spent to complete a task.
This approach also suggests candidate features whose interaction
with user-required features exhibits lower energy footprint than
the one produced by the initial interaction.
Our method thus provides means to estimate the energy consumption of individual product features, to highlight how feature
interactions impact the energy consumed by products and to propose products with lower energy consumption while still including
user-required features. We implemented our method and demonstrated it on a Java-based SPL to assess and compare the approach
taking energy consumption of feature interactions into consideration with the approach only focusing on energy consumption of
individual features.
In the remainder of the paper, Section 2 explains fundamentals on software energy consumption and measurement. Section 3
describes our approaches to measure and reduce the energy consumption of a product from the SPL. Section 4 presents the design
and results of our experiments. Section 6 analyzes related work. Section 5 discusses the outcomes of our contributions, while Section 7
concludes the paper.
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MEASURING ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF
SOFTWARE

While the energy consumption of hardware components has been
widely studied, software consumption only recently gained interest.
By driving and managing such hardware, software is now considered as a central concern when aiming at reducing energy consumption [22]. When dealing with green concerns of software
systems, the impact of such systems is often measured as power or
energy consumption. While power (𝑃) measures the instantaneous
consumption in Watts, energy (𝐸) reports on a accumulated consumption over a given period in Joules [25]. Throughout this paper,
we will propose an approach to estimate and reduce energy consumption of SPL, expressed in Joules. Thus, all our measurements
represent the total energy consumed by products from this SPL,
independently of their execution time, which can vary depending
on products.
Energy measurement tools usually estimate the energy consumption of the CPU rather than the one of a specific software [21]. Thus,
identifying the share of the software under study among the total
energy consumption is not straightforward. To address this issue,
we first sample the CPU consumption for one second before the
program starts. We define this measurement as the idle energy consumption 𝑃𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒 , which refers to the average power consumption at
rest. The general idea is to measure the energy consumed by the
running software, 𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑤 , and then substract 𝐸𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒 = 𝑃𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒 ×𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒
from 𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑤 to get rid of the environment consumption.
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑤 − (𝑃𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒 × 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 )

(1)

The resulting energy consumption, 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑡 , can then be associated
to the software under study, as depicted in Figure 1 and presented
in Equation (1).

These products exhibit different properties, including energy consumption, while sharing several features that perform differently
in different contexts. The context of a feature can either be external
to the product containing this feature—i.e., the environment hosting the product—or internal to the product. That is, a feature can
exhibit different performances when combined with different sets
of features. Inferring the energy consumption of a single feature by
measuring it while running in one given product is therefore irrelevant and does not reflect the energy consumption of that feature in
the SPL. On the other hand, measuring the energy consumption of a
feature in each product individually is not feasible as some products
may be complex to measure, while measuring the consumption of
each product from a large SPL is not an option. To tackle these
issues, we thus propose two approaches that estimate the energy
consumption of features by measuring products sampled from the
configuration space of the SPL, and then exploiting such sampled
measures to reduce the energy consumption of any product from
the SPL.
Both approaches improve energy consumption of products by
removing features or substituting them with other ones. However,
some features are included in a product to ensure its validity with
regard to the feature model, e.g., in or and xor relationships. We
thus define 𝐹 𝑓 ⊂ 𝐹 as the set of features that are valid substitute
features for a given feature 𝑓 . These substitute features are either
sibling features of 𝑓 in or and xor relationships, or features involved
in or and xor used in cross-tree constraints. On the other hand,
some products may contain features due to functional constraints
(e.g., stakeholder’s requirements). Such features cannot be removed
or substituted and are hereafter referred to as required features.
Thus, from the stakeholder standpoint, all products are functionally
equivalent if they contains the features required by this stakeholder.

3.1

Feature-wise Energy Analysis

Energy impact of individual features. To estimate the energy
consumption of each feature from the SPL, we first measure the
energy consumption of every product from the sample, using the
method presented in Section 2. The energy consumption of each
product is then reported in a matrix 𝑛 × 𝑚 with n the features and
m the products, by copying the energy consumption of the product
in the columns of each included feature. For instance, Matrix (2)
defines 𝑓1 to 𝑓𝑛 as the available features, 𝑝 1 to 𝑝𝑚 the sampled
products, and 𝐸𝑥 𝑦 represents the energy consumption of 𝑝𝑥 if it
includes 𝑓𝑦 , or is left empty otherwise.

𝑝1
Figure 1: Raw vs. net energy consumption.
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3

ESTIMATING AND REDUCING ENERGY
CONSUMPTION FOR SPL

Unlike measuring the energy consumption of a software, measuring
the energy consumption of a SPL is a non-trivial task, as multiple
related software—i.e., the products of the SPL—must be measured.
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(2)

By computing the median value of each column of the matrix,
the relative energy consumption 𝐸˜ (𝑓 ) of the feature 𝑓 represented
by this column can be estimated. The expected behavior is that
extreme energy consumption will cancel out and all features will
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have similar median energy consumption. However, if the median
consumption of a feature is higher or lower than the other medians,
then the presence of this feature tends to impact the performance
of the products that contain it. Although such a measure does not
provide a very accurate reading, it can nevertheless be used to
compare the energy consumption of different features and perform
preliminary optimizations, e.g., by selecting the less consuming
feature among the substitutes of each feature 𝐹 𝑓 . In the remainder
of the paper, we will refer to this method as the feature-wise analysis.
Feature-wise mitigation. Getting the most energy-efficient product including the required features follows a two-steps process.
First, all optional features of the products are removed, thus only
including the required features and the features requiring a substitution. Then, by leveraging the feature-wise analysis, the energy
consumption of the remaining non-required features can be compared with their respective substitutes, to identify the one with
the lowest consumption among them. Each of the non-required
features are replaced by the most energy efficient substitute. This
approach always converges toward an efficient product composed
of no optional feature, including only the features with the lowest
energy consumption within each feature substitution set.
The product resulting from this mitigation strategy is the one
with the lowest energy consumption that can be obtained given an
initial configuration.

3.2

this product contains, as illustrated in Matrix (3). 𝑐 1 to 𝑐𝑛 are all
the valid pairs of features, 𝑝 1 to 𝑝𝑚 the sampled products, and 𝐸𝑥 𝑦
is the energy consumption of 𝑝𝑥 if it contains 𝑐 𝑦 , or is left empty
otherwise. To ensure a proper interaction coverage—i.e., that all
valid pairs of features are measured—the sampling of products must
be performed by an algorithm ensuring such coverage.
Following the same methodology as in the feature-wise analysis,
the consumption of pairwise feature interactions can be inferred
by computing the median energy consumption 𝐸˜ (𝑐) of each pair
of features 𝑐. In the remainder of the paper, we will refer to this
method as the pairwise analysis. It is worth noting that this method
is not only valid for pairwise interactions, but can also be used to
deal with larger 𝑇 -wise interactions of features.
Pairwise mitigation. Instead of replacing each feature by the substitute feature with the lowest energy consumption, this second
approach iteratively picks the alternative features whose interactions with other features of the product results in a more energyefficient product. At each iteration, the approach identifies a feature
to remove from the product and, if required, replaces this feature.
To identify the feature 𝑓 to be removed from a given product
𝑃, our approach relies on a scoring system: the interaction score
I. The interaction score of a feature 𝑓 is computed by considering
all pairs of feature containing 𝑓 in the product 𝑃, and by summing
the observed median energy consumption 𝐸˜ (𝑐) of these pairs, as
described in Formula (4).1

Pairwise Energy Analysis

Energy impact of pairwise interactions. Although measuring the
energy consumption of each feature in isolation gives a general
trend, it cannot be used to compute the energy consumption of a
combination of features (e.g., as the mean or the median of several
individual consumption) due to the feature interactions phenomenon [28]. Indeed, numerous work have shown that features interact
with each other, hence impacting performances of products [1–
4, 27, 28]. Therefore, restricting the energy consumption analysis
to individual features does not provide a comprehensive landscape
of a feature consumption, and additional analysis that consider
feature interactions must be performed to obtain additional details
about the energy consumption. By analyzing how the consumption
of a feature evolves when this feature is combined with different
features, it is thus possible to highlight feature interactions leading
to positive or negative impact on the consumption of the product.
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(3)

A possible means to take pairwise feature interactions into account is by creating a new matrix with as many columns as there
are valid pairs of features in the SPL. The consumption of each pair
of features can be quantified by reporting on the energy consumption of each product in the columns of the pairs of features that

I (𝑓 , 𝑃) =

Õ

𝐸˜ (𝑔𝑓 )

(4)

𝑔 ∈𝑃 | 𝑔≠𝑓

The iterations of this approach are realized as described by Algorithm 1. This algorithm iterates over the set of features until
no more improvement can be performed. That is, each iteration
removes or changes one feature in the product. At each iteration,
the feature with the highest interaction score in the product must
be removed in priority. The algorithm starts by sorting features by
decreasing interaction score (line 8) and considers the first feature
of the list (line 9) as a removal candidate. If this removal feature
is a user-required feature and cannot be removed, it is skipped
(line 13). If the removal candidate is not a required feature and
must be replaced (line 17), the replacement feature is identified
among all possible substitutes—i.e., 𝐹 𝑓 —by computing the interaction score of alternative features with regards to all remaining
features of the product—i.e., all but the removal candidate (lines 18
to 23). The selected replacement feature is the one with the lowest
interaction score among all alternative features. As a result of the
iteration, a new product is created by including the replacement
feature (line 26).
However, if the removal candidate has the lowest interaction
score, the replacement is discarded and the algorithm skips the
feature, which is kept in the product. If a feature is skipped—i.e., it
was either a requirement or already the best option, a new removal
candidate is defined as the next feature in the ordered list (line 34
and 11). Other features of the product will be changed over the next
1 The

interaction score can also be used during the configuration process, e.g., to assist
the user when selecting the most energy efficient features when dealing with a partial
configuration.
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Algorithm 1: Interaction mitigation
Input initialProduct : a product to improve
Output bestProduct : the best product from all iterations
3 iterations.addProd(initialProduct)
4 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 ← 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
5 while improvable do
6
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 ← 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚()
7
currentProd.removeNonRequiredOptionalFeatures()
8
𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡 ← 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐵𝑦𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑)
9
𝑟𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 ← 0
10
𝑛𝑜𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 ← 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
11
while (𝑟𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 <
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑.𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) ∧ 𝑛𝑜𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 do
12
𝑟𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ← 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡 .𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑟𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥)
13
if ¬𝑖𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑟𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒) then
14
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ← 𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑦 (𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑)
15
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒.𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 (𝑟𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒)
16
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ← 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐹𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑟𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒)
17
if subOptions then
18
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒
19
for 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∈ 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 do
20
if I(subCandidate, prodCandidate) <
I(currentBest, prodCandidate) then
21
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒
22
end
23
end
24
if 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 ≠ 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 then
25
prodCandidate.addFeat(currentBest)
26
iterations.addProd(prodCandidate)
27
𝑛𝑜𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 ← 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒
28
end
29
else
30
iterations.addProd(prodCandidate)
31
𝑛𝑜𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 ← 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒
32
end
33
end
34
remCandIndex++
35
end
36
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 ← (𝑟𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 <
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑.𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) ∧ 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐷𝑖 𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠)
37 end
38 return lowestEc(iterations)
1

2

iterations to accommodate this skipped feature. Once a modification
has been applied, the algorithm proceeds to the next iteration,
unless a stop criteria is met: if a same product appears twice over
different iterations, or if all features were tested during an iteration
and no optimization was found (line 36).
Once a stop criteria is met, the energy consumption of the product resulting from each iteration is measured in order to monitor
the energy gain. As the different mutations of the product are based
on empirical data, which may be subject to imprecision and noise, it
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is possible that a specific iteration worsens the performance of the
product. For this reason, the last step of this algorithm measures the
energy consumption of the products resulting from each iteration.
The product finally returned by this algorithm is the one with the
lowest energy consumption, which may be the initial product in
the worst case scenario (lines 38).

4

EMPIRICAL VALIDATION

In the previous section, we introduced two approaches to reduce
the energy consumption of a given product. In this section, we
experimentally assess each of these approaches. In particular, we
aim to answer the following research questions:
RQ 1: Do our different analysis detect feature interactions impacting energy consumption? By applying the two approaches on the
same set of products, it should be possible to determine whether
feature interactions have been detected as the two analysis methods
should provide different results.
RQ 2: How effective are our approaches to reduce the energy consumption of a product? The two proposed approaches rely on different analysis methods to mitigate energy consumption of products.
We propose two experiments to ensure both of them improve the
consumption of the products given a set of required features and
evaluate how they differ.

4.1

Methodology

To assess the effectiveness of our solution when measuring energy
consumption of a software product line, we performed our experiments on RobocodeSPL, a software product line designed to yield
robots for Robocode [18]. Robocode is an environment in which
community-developed robots fight against each other in battles.
A battle is composed of several rounds, and rounds have a time
granularity of turns. During a turn, each robot taking part in the
battle computes its next action and sends it to the Robocode engine
which executes them all and proceeds to the next turn. A round
ends when only one robot survives, and the winner of a match is
the robot which caused the most damages to its opponents through
the different rounds.
The RobocodeSPL proposes several implementations for the 5
mandatory features a robot requires to run properly—i.e., radar,
targeting, movement, enemy selection and gun. For instance, a movement can follow linear or circular patterns, follow the walls, or
ram the opponent, among others. There are also 3 optional features
related to resource management (e.g., not spending more in-game
energy than the robots have), for a total of 92 features and 72 leaf
features. The number of valid products is 1.3 × 106 . Figure 2 depicts
an excerpt of the feature model of RobocodeSPL.
To evaluate our approach, we launched multiple robot matches
and ran our mitigation techniques to minimize the energy consumption of such matches. In particular, we launched matches opposing
a sampled robot and a reference robot, the sample.Wall robot, considered as the strongest robot provided by Robocode2 . As the goal
was to minimize the energy consumption, we were not interested
in which robot wins or loses the match, but in the overall energy
consumption of such a match. In order to fill the pairwise analysis
matrix, the sample must contain several occurrences of each valid
2 According

to the Robocode Wiki: https://robowiki.net/
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Figure 2: Excerpt of the Feature Model of RobocodeSPL.

pair of features from the feature model. To ensure such a coverage,
we relied on the T-wise algorithm ICPL [16] with 𝑇 = 2 to sample the configuration space of RobocodeSPL. Another sampling
technique may provide better uniform random samples [17, 20],
but such techniques do not meet our coverage requirements. This
algorithm generated 602 robots, hereafter referred to as the training
sample. For each couple (sampled robot, reference robot), we ran 10
matches to consolidate the performance data, resulting in a total of
6, 020 matches of 1 round.
We used JJoules,3 a Java tool using the RAPL device of Intel CPU,
to measure the energy consumption of the matches. JJoules is also
able to monitor the energy consumption of the DRAM, while other
tools can monitor other components, such as Hard Disk Drives.
As Robocode is mainly CPU-intensive, we decided to focus on the
energy consumption of the CPU. The energy consumption was
monitored from the start to the end of each match, thus including
the energy consumed by both robots, but excluding the energy
consumption of the startup and shutdown of Robocode. All measurements were obtained from a machine running the Manjaro
Linux distribution with an Intel i5 CPU at 2.9GHz and 8GB of RAM.
Results, input data and instructions to reproduce these experiments
are available online.4

4.2

Results

Detecting interacting features. The pairwise analysis relies on feature interactions to mitigate energy consumption of products. The
goal of this first experiment is therefore to ensure that the pairwise
analysis is able to detect at least one occurrence of feature interaction. The first experiment thus compares the energy consumption of
the Movement and Targeting features in different contexts—i.e., in
the presence of different sets of other features. Figure 3 depicts how
the energy consumption of different features evolves depending on
the analysis method.5 Figures 3a and 3b report on the energy consumption (measured with the feature-wise analysis) of the products
from our training sample containing respectively each targeting
and movement feature. Among the targeting features, T4, T6 and
T17 induce an higher energy consumption than the others, but
most features show similar energy consumption, around 3 Joules.
Among the movement features, M1, M20 and M26 impose the highest energy consumption, around 6 Joules, while M6, M7 and M8
report on the lowest one, slightly above 2 Joules.

3 https://github.com/powerapi-ng/j-joules
4 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5048316
5 Mapping

to real feature names available in the open data

These differences in energy consumption can partially be explained by the functional behavior of these features. For instance, T6
(NoTargeting) performs no particular operation and always makes
the robot shoot forward—i.e., in the direction it is aiming at. This
is not a smart behavior and the energy consumed by matches involving this feature depends on how fast the opponent is able to
destroy this robot. By contrast, T13 (TargetAdvancingVelocitySegmentation) tries to anticipate the position of the opponent based
on its speed and direction to ensure that the bullet and the opponent collide. Thus, a robot configured with T13 is able to win
quickly, reducing the energy consumption despite the additional
computations required to anticipate the position of the opponent.
Figure 3c presents the energy consumption of each targeting feature when the feature LinearRammingMovement is selected—i.e.,
M7, the most energy efficient movement feature. This figure is obtained by selecting all measurements of M7 in Figure 3b, and breaking them down per targeting feature. M7 being the best movement
feature, the consumption of products containing each targeting feature is either improved or unchanged when M7 is selected. However,
when targeting features are sorted by median energy consumption,
their rank change depending on the context. For instance, T21 is
ranked 3rd by the feature-wise analysis, but becomes 16th when M7
is selected. T13 is ranked 19th out of 23 by the feature-wise analysis,
but 1st in the pairwise analysis when M7 is selected. Furthermore,
the median energy consumption of the couple of M7 and T13 is 1.8J,
which is lower than the medians of both of these features alone,
respectively 2.2 Joules and 3.6 Joules. Therefore, despite M7 being
the best movement feature, its performance can still be improved
by selecting a relevant targeting feature.
As shown by the feature-wise analysis in Figure 3b, products including M9 and M12 have similar median energy consumption—i.e.,
respectively 3.9 Joules and 3.7 Joules. However, when paired with
NoTargeting (T6), one of the worst targeting features, their consumption evolve differently, as depicted in Figure 3d. The energy
consumption of products including M9 is reduced from 3.9 Joules
to 3.3 Joules, while the one for products including M12 dramatically
increases from 3.7 Joules to 10.6 Joules. Thus, despite being considered a sub-optimal choice by the feature-wise analysis, T6 becomes
an efficient choice when paired with M9. The pair composed of T6
and M8 is another occurrence of pairwise interaction outperforming both of its members (2 Joules instead of 4.5 Joules and 2.2 Joules,
respectively). This result can be explained by the behavior of the
features: M8 is a ramming movement feature, meaning that it is
always moving toward the opponent. In this context, the behavior
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(a) Energy consumption per targeting feature.

(b) Energy consumption per movement feature.

(c) Energy consumption per targeting features when feature LinearRammingMovement (M7) is selected.

(d) Energy consumption per movement features when feature NoTargeting (T6) is selected.

Figure 3: Energy variations between the movement and targeting features and their potential interactions.
of NoTargeting—i.e., always shooting forward—is very efficient, as
it always hits the opponent.
Such changes in the resulting energy consumption with couple of features outperforming both of their members alone show
that the energy consumption of targeting and movement features
changes depending on how they are paired. Therefore, it highlights
feature interactions between the targeting and movement features
in RobocodeSPL. This experiment thus unveiled occurrences of
feature interactions allowing us to answer RQ 1 positively: the pairwise analysis is able to detect interactions significantly impacting
the energy consumption of products, and such interactions were
not detected by the feature-wise analysis.
Behavior without required feature. The purpose of the second
experiment is (i) to ensure the two mitigation approaches lead to a

product different from the initial one, and (ii) to evaluate the energy
consumption improvement resulting from these approaches. The
first experiment showed that the feature-wise and pairwise analysis
provide different results, due to their different granularity levels. It
is yet to determine if the products resulting from their respective
mitigation exhibit different energy consumption.
As explained in Section 3.2, the feature-wise analysis converges
toward a specific product composed of no optional feature, and
the features with the lowest energy consumption in each substitution set. In RobocodeSPL, considering our optimization goal, i.e.,
reducing the energy consumption against sample.Wall, and without any required feature, this product is composed of the features
TurnMultiplierLock, DistanceSegmentation, LinearRammingMovement, StrongestSelectEnemy, and NoFireGun. Whatever the initial
product considered for improvement, the feature-wise analysis will
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Figure 4: Improving the product resulting from the featurewise analysis with the pairwise one.

Figure 5: Energy consumption of the products resulting
from both analysis.

always return this product, hereafter referred to as the Best Theoretic
product, 𝐵𝑇0 .
By applying the pairwise analysis on this product, we can determine how the pairwise analysis compares to the feature-wise
analysis in the absence of required features. The result of this experiment is depicted in Figure 4, where 𝐵𝑇0 consumes 2.8 Joules. The
pairwise analysis performed three iterations before reaching a stop
criteria and returning the best product of the different iterations
(𝐵𝑇2 ), whose energy consumption is 1.9 Joules, i.e., 29% lower than
𝐵𝑇0 .
This experiment provides a partial answer to our second research
question RQ 2: the pairwise analysis outperforms the best product
of the feature-wise analysis by 30%, when there is no required feature.

approaches on each product from the validation sample. We evaluated how the products resulting from both approaches perform
compared to their respective initial product. The feature-wise analysis generated 520 products, and the pairwise analysis generated
2,687 products—i.e., a mean of 5 iterations per initial product. By
design, the result of the first iteration of the pairwise analysis is
the initial product, thus all initial products are included in these
3,207 products. We computed the performance of a product as its
median energy consumption over 10 matches, for a total of 32,070
matches. Figure 5 presents the energy consumption of the products
resulting from each analysis (on the vertical axis) depending on
the energy consumption of the initial product (on the horizontal
axis). Products that are on the improvement threshold line (𝑥 = 𝑦,
identity line) performed the same as the initial product, meaning
that the corresponding approach failed to reduce its consumption
and returned the initial product. Products that are strictly below the
improvement threshold line performed better than their respective
initial products.
The feature-wise analysis improved the performance of 375 products from the validation sample (72%), while the pairwise analysis
improved the performance of 501 products (96%). For 127 products
(24%), the pairwise analysis found improvement when the featurewise analysis failed. For 1 product (0.2%), the feature-wise analysis
found improvement while the pairwise did not. Additional analysis
on this specific product tend to exclude noise or measurement error
as a cause for this exception.
To get a better view on the efficiency differences between the
two approaches, Figure 6 depicts their respective relative gains—
i.e., by how much they reduced the energy consumption of the
initial products. In the feature-wise analysis, the end of the first
quartile is still at 0%, as it improved 72% of the products, whereas
with the pairwise analysis the end of the first quartile is already
near a 24% gain. The median gain of the feature-wise analysis is
20%. Regarding the pairwise analysis, such a gain is reached before

Behavior with required features. To complete this partial answer,
the third experiment is a variant of the previous experiment that
takes required features into account. The purpose of this experiment is (i) to ensure the changes our approaches perform on a
product containing required features effectively reduce the energy
consumption of such a product, and (ii) to evaluate these reductions. The products resulting from both approaches depend on the
initial product, and on which features are required in this product. Therefore, by contrast to the previous experiment, it is not
possible to assess our approaches with only one initial product.
Thus, we used the FeatureIDE Product Generator to produce a
sample of 520 random products—i.e., 1 product tested for 2, 500
products of the SPL—hereafter referred to as the validation sample.
To mimic a real use case, we defined a random feature (based on
the java.util.Random class) as a requirement in each of these
products.
Relying on the consumption data measured on the training sample presented in Section 4.1, we applied our two energy mitigation
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higher than 𝐵𝑃0 . As both approach fail to find optimization, they
return the initial product 𝐵𝑃 0 .
These results complete the partial answer to our second research
question RQ 2: Both approaches are able to improve products, with
and without required features, and the pairwise analysis outperforms the features-wise approach.
Overall, both of our approaches succeed in improving products
from RobocodeSPL, with or without constraints. The feature-wise
and pairwise analysis thus provided useful input data about energy
consumption of features and couple of features, that could then
be used to improve products through the feature-wise and pairwise mitigation processes. The pairwise analysis improved more
products than the feature-wise analysis, and led to higher gains.
However, although less efficient than the pairwise analysis, the
feature-wise analysis is more straightforward to setup, and can be
used as a first intent to reduce energy consumption. It is especially
relevant in the absence of feature interactions, or in systems where
pairs of features are too numerous to be exhaustively measured.
Figure 6: Relative gains of the pairwise and feature-wise
analysis.

the second quartile. Therefore, only half of the products resulting
from the feature-wise analysis obtained gains higher than 20%,
while the pairwise analysis improved more than three quarters of
products by such a gain. Similarly, half of products improved by
the pairwise analysis were improved by 40% or more, while the
feature-wise analysis had such a gain for only a quarter of products.
The maximum gain is similar for both approaches: 82% and 86%,
respectively.
Figure 7 presents how both approaches performed on two products: those with the worst and best initial energy consumption in
the validation sample. The initial product is designated with the
subscript 0 (e.g., 𝑊 𝑃 0 in Figure 7a). The different iterations of the
pairwise analysis on the two products are designated with their
respective index (𝑊 𝑃 1 to 𝑊 𝑃 4 and 𝐵𝑃 1 to 𝐵𝑃 3 ), while the result of
the feature-wise analysis used as comparison is designated with the
subscript FW (𝑊 𝑃𝐹𝑊 and 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝑊 , respectively). Figure 7a depicts
the product 𝑊 𝑃 0 with the worst initial energy consumption, 12
Joules. The pairwise analysis performed 4 iterations before meeting
a stop criteria. Most of the gains are obtained after the first iteration,
with 𝑊 𝑃 1 reducing the energy consumption by 78%. 𝑊 𝑃 2 and 𝑊 𝑃 3
brought additional gains of 32% and 3% on their preceding iteration,
respectively. However, 𝑊 𝑃 4 increased the energy consumption by
8%, resulting in 𝑊 𝑃 3 being returned by the pairwise analysis, with
an energy consumption 86% lower than 𝑊 𝑃 0 . The feature-wise
analysis returned a product 𝑊 𝑃𝐹𝑊 with an energy consumption
82% lower than for 𝑊 𝑃 0 . The energy consumption of the product
𝑊 𝑃 3 resulting from the pairwise analysis is 21% lower than the
product 𝑊 𝑃𝐹𝑊 resulting from the feature-wise analysis. Figure 7b
depicts the product 𝐵𝑃 0 with the best initial energy consumption,
1.6 Joules. This product is more challenging for both of our approaches, as none of them found any optimization. The pairwise
analysis performed 3 iterations with energy consumption 14%, 2%
and 18% higher than 𝐵𝑃 0 , respectively. The energy consumption of
the product 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝑊 resulting from the feature-wise analysis is 83%

5

DISCUSSION

Threats to Validity. To assess our approach, we ran our experiments on a specific SPL (RobocodeSPL) to measure and reduce
the energy consumption of real-world products derived from this
SPL. Results, such as the success rate or the relative gains, are
thus only related to this single system, and cannot be generalized.
Nonetheless, our contribution can be easily applied to any SPL. The
improvements resulting from applying our approaches to other
SPL will depend on the initial energy consumption of products
and the impact of feature interactions on these products. We leave
the evaluation of our approach across a larger set of domains to a
future study. A second threat to validity lies in the training sample
considered. To avoid measuring all products of the SPL, we sampled the configuration space and measured 602 products, which is
only 0.05% of all valid products. Such a small sample may prevent
the detection of some feature interactions and therefore, energy
optimization hotspots. Still, it is worth noting that despite the low
number of analyzed products, significant gains were obtained on
the vast majority of products using our approaches.
Limitations. During the pairwise mitigation process, products
are changed over several iterations. However, it might be possible
that the optimal change in a given iteration prevents further improvements in the next iterations, e.g., a sub-optimal change in that
iteration might lead to further and greater improvements in the
long term. Furthermore, this algorithm removes all non-required
optional features, without taking into account their hypothetical
positive interactions in the product. It does not either consider
the possibility to add an optional feature to improve the energy
consumption of the product.
In the SPL community, extensions to feature models have been
developed to convey information about features [5]. Extended feature models can be used to assign consumption data on features, in
order to automatically apply optimizations. However, the adoption
of such extensions may raise some challenges when dealing with
consumption metrics associated to pairs of features.
In the green computing domain, a commonly-used means to
reduce energy consumption of software is by refactoring inefficient
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(b) Best initial product.

Figure 7: Focus on the best and worst initial products from the validation sample.
code—i.e., making it more efficient without changing its functional
behavior. Although our analysis methods highlight features or pairs
of features with high energy consumption, they do not provide
fine grained feedback nor means to identify what causes such non
energy-inefficient products at low-level, e.g., inefficient code or
unexpected behavior.
The energy consumed to obtain the measurements for our experiments (i.e., the training sample of 602 products) amounts to
24, 328 Joules. In comparison, the highest energy saving among
the 520 products of the validation sample is 10 Joules per match.
Hence, we can consider that our approach is profitable after 2, 433
matches in the best case scenario where energy savings are high.
This might seem a significant number at first, but this result must
be considered keeping in mind the 1.3 × 106 products of the SPL
that can benefit from these measurements. In addition, it cannot be
generalized to others SPL since this profitability threshold tightly
depends on the number of features and products of the analyzed
SPL.
Finally, the pairwise analysis method relies on a sample of products containing all pairs of features. As the number of features in
the SPL grows, the number of pairs had a quadratic growth. For
larger feature models, the use of heuristics to identify interactions
between pairs of feature may proves necessary.

6

RELATED WORK

The approaches presented in this paper lie at the intersection of
software product lines and so-called green computing. This section
discusses related work belonging to both of these research fields.
Green software. Green computing approaches applied to software
are mainly focused on the evaluation of energy consumption [21].
Rather than evaluating software artefacts, such as functions or
classes, Islam et al. [14] evaluates the energy consumption of functionalities by slicing the source code to isolate such functionalities.
Then, they measure the energy consumption of these functionalities

by executing and measuring the consumption of the related sliced
code. While this approach works well to measure energy consumption of features in isolation, it does not take feature interaction into
consideration, as proposed by our contribution.
Other studies focus on the identification of inefficient code ("energy hotspots" or anti-patterns) [22, 26]. For instance, Pereira et
al. [26] report on an approach to measure the energy consumption
of a software facing different input workloads. They propose to
model the consumption of methods by analyzing the consumption
of the software and the number of calls for each method of this
software. Once such hotspots are identified, energy consumption
can be mitigated through refactoring operations, such as changes in
the implemented data structures or algorithms [8, 9, 24]. These approaches have not been designed to take variability (especially code
shared among features) into account, but they can be considered
as complementary to our approaches. They provide a fine-grained
analysis of the energy consumption of the software at code level,
while our measures rely on the behavior (energy-wise) of the features.

Green SPL. Recently, several approaches have been proposed to
deal with the energy consumption of highly configurable software
systems. In particular, this concern has been addressed relying
on dynamic SPL to reconfigure the system depending on context
changes and ensure it continues meeting its green requirements [10,
13, 19]. These approaches also take feature interactions into account,
but they rely on an exhaustive detection of such interactions. This
detection can be done by tools implementing dedicated heuristics,
or by domain experts. Thus, this detection may be error prone.
In this paper, the pairwise mitigation process assumes that each
feature interacts with all other features, and is thus unaffected by
detection errors.
Couto et al. also proposed different techniques to evaluate energy consumption in software product lines using static analysis
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[6, 7]. These techniques estimate the energy consumption of features in the worst case scenario by analyzing the source code of
features to deduce energy consumption of products, whereas our
approaches measure the median energy consumption of running
products. Contrarily to our approaches, they did not aim at suggesting improvements to products based on their estimations, nor
took feature interactions into account.
Performances. Energy consumption can be generalized as a performance indicator. Considering the general problem of optimizing
product performances, numerous work has been done to model
and predict such performances. Siegmund et al. provided various
contributions related to performance models and performance predictions in software product lines [27, 30]. These approaches take
feature interactions into account via a systematic identification. Statistical analysis of a sample of products has also already been used
by Guo et al. to predict the performance of a product based on its
configuration [11]. In this prediction approach, feature interactions
are detected using the systematic approach presented in [29]. Such
works are designed to predict performances, but do not suggest
optimizations for poorly-performing products.
Different authors provide multi-objective optimization frameworks for configurations [12, 23, 28]. Such frameworks are designed
to optimize multiple performance indicators, and energy consumption can be one of them. However, they also rely on a systematic
identification of feature interactions. Soltani et al. [31] propose an
approach relying on artificial intelligence to configure products
meeting stakeholders’ functional requirements, preferences and
performance goals. This approach is complementary to ours, as
we do not take stakeholders preferences into account, and this approach does not take energy consumption or feature interactions
into account. By contrast to these works, our approaches do not require a systematic identification of feature interactions. We assume
that each feature interacts with all other features.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method to measure and reduce energy consumption in software product lines. Our contribution is
twofold. First, we showed that it is possible to estimate the energy
consumption of a single feature by measuring the consumption of
a small set of products containing this feature. Second, we provided
a means to identify energy consumption of couples of features to
take feature interactions into account without detecting them in
a systematic way. We applied our approach on RobocodeSPL and
improved the energy consumption of 96% of randomly sampled
products. In particular, half of these products have seen their energy
consumption reduced by at least 40%.
As future work, we plan to improve the pairwise mitigation to
tackle its current limitations. We also plan to use our approaches on
widely used variable systems, such as the Linux kernel or Apache
Web Server.
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